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EDITORIAL

lhope you find this newsletter interesting to

read. lf you have any comments or contributions
of your own, please get in touch (preferably
enclosing any articles on diskette in MS Word or
Word Perfect). And if any of you would like to
help me with the editing, do please write!

For this current issue, I would like to thank
Marjan Ad'dink, Paula Barnett, Vassili
Papastavrou as well as the other ECS Board
members for their contributions.

With this newsletfer comes the second
announcemenl for our 1Oth Annual Conference, lo
be held in Lisbon between 10th and 14th March
1996. Look forward to seeing you there!

PETER EVANS

1sth COUNCIL MEETING OF THE ECS

On 7-8 October 1995. five members of the ECS
Council mel aboard the "Gemini" in San Remo
harbour. ltaly. Apologies ior absence were
received lrom Mads-Peter Heide-Jørgensen,
Roland Lick, and Ursula Siebert.

Changes to Council Marina Sequiera retires
f rom the Council in March 1996. Council
recommended asking Anne Collet if she would
siand for Council membership. This would also
particularly facilitate organisation ol the joint
ECS=SMM-EAAM Conference in Monaco.
Candidates for Council membership proposed by
the membership ai large will be announced in the
winter 95 newsletter.

Student member He or she wili be elected at
the AGM in Lisbon. This will be advertised in the
newsletter. Nominations by students with a
paragraph on personal details should be sent to
Peter Evans, to be published in a newsletter prior
to the Annual Conf erence. Nominees should
preferably have e-mail.

Conferences
Luqano - 1995

a) Finances: the conference account has a

balance of 11,614,73 SF. Of these funds, 9,800
SF are membership lees, the remainder being the
balance from the conference.
b) Attendance: 280 persons from 21 countries
(18 European) attended. There were five guest
speakers (Watkins, Ford, Clark, Gordon, and
Goodson).

c) Workshops: Ethcgrams (Herzing), and
Acoustics (Gordon).

d) Working Groups: the following met during
the conference: Pathology, Mediterranean, and

Computer Support.

e) Proceedings: these have been partially
edited and will be about the same length as lhe
last one (i.e. about 300 pp.).

f) Video and Sound Recordings: Video and
sound recordings of all verbal presentations were
made, and will be stored in the ECS archives.

Lisbon - 1996

a) Organisation An update was given by
Marina Sequeira on the arrangements, finances,
registration, etc. The conference will be held at

the Gulbenkian Foundation which will provide
three rooms: a lecture theatre f or up 1o 300
persons, a room for poster displays, and a lobby
for the Secretariat. These are only available
during weekdays.

Any workshops at the weekend will be held either
al one ol the hotels or in the University.

Hotel reservations will be made through an agent,
and the same will apply for the workshop rooms.

The first announcement will be prepared by
Marina Sequeira and sent to Peter Evans. to be
circulaied wilh the first newsletter (October).

ln the second announcement. the ECS will send the
pre-registralion form of EAAM, and vice versa.

b) Travel connections Connections
between the ECS and EAAM Conlerences: there
are buses to Sado, whilst there will be free
transporl lrom the Algarve to the EAAf,l
Conference courlesy of the EAAM.

c) Council meetings The ECS - EAAM
joint Council meeting is proposed for Thursday
morning (141h March) in Lisbon at the Gulbenkian.

The first ECS Council meeling will be held on
Sunday 10th March at 17.30h at the same hotel
where the monitoring workshop and registration
will take place. A second Council meeting will
take place at Wednesday lunchtime.

The committee set up to judge student prizes will
meet on Tuesday evening to decide. All students
giving verbal presentations should therefore be
slotted into the programme before Wednesday.
The commiltee will reporl to the Council about
their decisions at the Wednesday lunch Council
meeting.



d) Sponsors: Marina Sequeira will ask
ICN for support for the printing of the
proceedings, various announcements, and the
conference programme. Other possibilities
include: Junta Nacional lnvestigacion Cientifica
Technologica (JNICT) and EXPO.

e) Conf erence Programme:
Abstract deadline is 30 November. Abstracts
should be sent on diskette as well as hard copy to
Toni Raga on Word Perfect 5.2 lor Windows, or a

text file, or by e-mail (toni.raga@uv.es)

Review deadline is and
contributors will be notified by the beginning of
February.

There will be about 30 verbal presentations, but
no presentation submitted for a student award
should take place on the Wednesday.

f) lnvitees from other European
countries A number of scientists from
various Eastern European countries, which are
scarcely if at all represented at ECS
Conferences, will be specifically invited. These
include Russia, Malta, ïurkey, and Greece.

S) Representation at the next EAAM
Conference lt was suggested that Ursula
Siebert should represent the ECS at the EAAM
Conference.

h) Conference Theme "Population
biology in relation to conservation".

Workshop themes will be (a) "Cetacean
monitoring programmes" and (b) Lung Pathology:
they should both be oi:,en to all.

Stralsund - 1997: There was confirmation thai
the 1997 Conference would take place in

Stralsu nd.

Monaco - 1 998:

Protocols for conference organisers
These are now completed, anC can be

requested from the Secretary.

Protocols f or workshop organ isers These
are still being compiled by Geneviève Desportes.

Structuraf Aspects of the Society The
flow diagram relating the activities of Treasure,
Mailing Office, Editor, and Secretary, that Phil
Hammond prepared, remains useful and needs to
be advertised widely, both in the newsletter and
as a separate leaflet that can be distributed to
new members, so that people know specifically
where to address their requests.

Finances and membershiP
An ECS Publications bank account will be opened

in Oxford, UK, to be administered by Peter Evans

as Editor. The Cambridge account will be closed
and the balance transferred to Oxfoid.

The main Society account will be held in Germany
with the Treasurer, Roland Lick. He will send to

the Oxford account sufficient funds to print and

send out the next three newletters, and to print

the ECS leaflet. Ihe Lugano Conference account
will be closed and transferred to the Treasurer.

The Treasurer will be requested to circulate a

financial statement to all Council members.

Membership database & the role of
National Contact Persons A number of ECS
members have reported that they are not
receiving proceedings, or newsletters. The
reasons for this were examined. For some, it has
become clear that they had not provided details of
address changes, with material which had been
sent out from Cambridge being returned, marked
"no longer at this address". Matters have also
been complicated by the fact that members have
not been clear whom to notify concerning address
changes. This has been exacerbated by two
change-overs of Secretary in two years, and now
a change in Treasurer.

As a consequence, it was felt that updating of the
membership list should be a prioriÇ. Mandy Lisle
(SMRU, Cambridge) kindly offered to do this as
soon as possible, with copies of the complete
database circulated on diskette to all the Council
members. Following splitting of the database by
country, this should be sent to each of the
National Contact persons who would theri review
their members' details, make changes to
addresses where known. and then return the
edited versions to Mandy. ln thts way, the entire
database should be reviewed and updated every
year following the Conference.

ECS Leaflet update The estimated cost of
colour printing in UK f or 10,000 copies of the
ECS Leaflet was t848. lt was recommended that
the Ieaflet should contain a separate sheet within
it with details of subscription, contact addresses,
etc which are likely to change regularly.

ECS sales The estimated costs of a T-shirt
and Polo neck shirt will be determined by fvlarina
Sequeira for productjon in Portugal in tlme for
the Lisbon conference. The aim is to produce 200
T-shirts in grey with a dark blue ECS logo
(mainly mediurn + large sizes, but with a few
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exlra large) end 2OO polo neck shirts in white

with a dark blue logo (medium + large sizes)'

ECS and other Societies
SMM: Regular exchanges between the iwo

newsletter edilors should take place'

E A A M: During 1 996, Peter Evans and Mads-
peter Heide-Jørgensen will explore together the

possibility cl ECS joining forces with EAAM to

produce a common iournal'

Observer status
ASCOBANS: Observer status has now been

granted. Peier Evans will liaise with Christina

Lockver at the Secretariat to ensure that the ECS

is xept informed ol Progress

OTHER CONVENTIONS & INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS: Observer status will be

so Lr g lrt wiih the Ba r celo n a Conve niic n '

TlSCOMABS (Bonn Convention), IUCN SSC

iìr:tacean Specialist Group, UNEP Global Marine

¡v'îarnnral Action Plan, and Council of Europe once

the ECS inÍormation leaflet is ready.

Training courses Training -in 
Cetaceatr

Science and Conservation does not exist properly

in Europe. and it was felt that the ECS should

make some new initiatives in this area.

Toni Raga reported on the possibility of a summer

course at the Unir¡ersidad lnternacional Menendez

y Pelayo in Santander, Spain' and examined

severa! other sites including Valencia, where

courses can be given. These could form 5- to 7-

Cay courses, with 12 lectules or round table

Ciscussions invo!ving a¡oilììd 12 speakers.
including 1-2 American. 6-B European, and 2-3

Spani-<h natiorrals. The possible title could be

tlarirre ívlammals: Biology and Conservation.

These ccurses are very cheap for students (about

$i 00). English (with no lranslation) is the

working lanQuage used. A maximurn of about 100

students f¡sy partic¡pate. 6O-eo of tire lunding is
provided by the university who pay for travel

and accommodation for invited lecturers. A

special cheap hotel is available for foreign

stu d ents.

lf the ECS were to contribuie to this, tlrey would

need to raise $2,-3,000. The Society cannot
commit this sum in its present financial situaticil.
However, Toni will try to raise the amount in tne

next few weeks (writing to UNEP, WWF'

Greenpeace. etc.), and if he gets verbal

assurance that the ECS will get this money, we

can go ahead and commit the Society to it

lEdìtor's note'. this project has since been

see announcement below bY Tonicorrlirmed
Ragal.

Other Business: A PossibilitY cf

support f or the SocietY f rom the

cliscLtssed Tlrìs '¡"ould be investigated

Ëvans

The ECS position regarding nuciear tests in the

oceans was discussed. A Council Resolution

against Nuclear Testing in the Oceans was

piepared and this is presented below' The ECS

membership will be invited to ratify it at the

Annual General Meeting in Lisbon'

funding
EU was
by Peter

ECSæUNCIL

ACOMABS: nrotecting the Mediterranean
and Black Seas

The iormal negotiatìon meeting for the Agreement

on the Conservation of Cetaceans in the

Mediterrar,ean and Black Seas (ACOMABS) was

convened under the Bonn Convention in Monaco

rJuring September 1995. The agreemelrt, once

signeti and irnplemented, will be a powerf ul

conservation instfument' and will serve as a

milestone in the struggle to ensure the continued

sr:rvival oÍ celaceans living in a particularly

beleaguered marine region. The negotiations made

remarkaÞle progress including agreement on:

. prohibition of all deliberate takings

. no allowance concerning the lethal taking of

cetaceans for scientific research
. iack of inclusir-'n of provisions for captive

breeding ancl re-intrcCuction in the wild

. orotectiorl exlet.ìjei tc Atl. cetaceiln s¡:ecies

present in Ìile t'lediterranean anC Black Sea on

e permarìerit. ietrporary or acciiìental basis

" maximum rjriftr,el length 2.5 kmiboat (as ii
presentlY is Íor ILJ c'oulrtries)

Despite the positii'e progress there wi;re two

rrrajor stLrmbling 5l¡c'r.'s which remain to be

renegotiaied. Tiie Ílrst concerns the l'4arma;¡'

Sea, considered bv Turkey to be part oi its r¡"n
i¡rternal wa1e,s li- l;È exclucled fr'-tm the

Agreemeni. Th;s positicri is tllought unter':abie bv

Gieece Seccr-' Ciy. European Cornmissiorr

representatives were only present as observers

due to their not havinE obtained a negotiation

mandate. The Agreement holds important

implications con:erning fìshery limitations and

thus there is a need to obtain agreement from all

European Union member states' Therelore no

important decisions cculd be taken rcrarciing
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fisheries, r-rot even on the internaiic'nally
;rndemned high-seas driftnets.

GIt]SEPPE NOTA.RtsÅRTOLO DI SCIARA

European f)ot¡rse on Marine Mammals:
Biology a:rrd t)oltservation

A ;ourse entitied "Marine Mammals: Biology and

Cìùnservation" organised by the Universidad
lnternacional Menéndez Pelayo will take place in

Valencia. Spain, between 9th and 131h September
1996. English will be the working language.
Severai leading scientists are expected to
participate. The course will consist of twelve
one-hour lectures (plus one additional hour for
questions and discussion) covering topics such as

lile history strategies, energetics, pathology,
pollutronn, fisheries interactions, legislation and
management, etc. ln addition, a round table
ciiscussion on marine rnammals - their sustainable
use anci conservation, is also scireduled.

Further details will be given during the next
European Cetacean Society conference in Lisbon.

JUAN ANTONIO RAGA

National Activíties
I am making an appeal to ECS members to supply
nle with recent information on national activities,
since, so far, news has only been received from
Slovenia (thanks to Darja Ribaric). lt is
impossible to impart information to ECS members
when it has not been received, so please do help.

ialso request ih¿:l vou return the pathology
questionnaires that were circulated. To date, only
6 of 2i have been returned! Piease send them to
me as soon as possible. Thank you for your
assista nce

URSULA SIEBERT

RECENT RESEARCH

Italy

The "Centro Studi Cetacei" of the
Italian Society of Natural Sciences
The first National Conference on Cetacea was held
in Riccione in October of 1985, conceptualised by
the Milan Public Museum of Natural History. lt
was hosted and organised by Adriatic Sea World.
It was a1 the site of this conference that the
constitution of a "Centro Studi Cetacei" (C.S.C.)

was d¡'awn up, tc be created within M.P.M.N.H.

with operationai guidance from S.l.S.N. (ltalian

Society of Natural Sciences).

One of tne inirial goals C.S.C., whose aim is to
unite researchers and the main institutions in

Italy conce¡'neC with Cetacea, was to create
"Progetto Spiaggiirmenti" 8a stranding project).
This project was to conform with similar
projects already operational in other countries by
creating a naticnal network for the reporting and

intervention of stranded Cetacea with the
possibility of inspeciion and recovery along the
entire ltalian coastline. ln 1990, a second proiect

was added, relating to the special needs of
Cetacea stranded still alive.

Most of the osteological finds recovered during
the interventions ha'¡e been sent to enrich the
cetacean coliections of a number of ltalian
Zoological Museunls.

Apart frorn the iwc above mentioned prolecis.
C.S.C. has for some time been involved in the co-
ordination of research projects made possible by
the use cf sarnples coming from the initial
projects.

C.S.C. also publishes an annual summary of

celacean stranclings along the ltalian coastline.

C S.C. is recognised by Ministero delle Risorse
Agrrcole, Alimentari e Forestali (Ministry of
Agriculture, Focd and Forest Resources) and
received permission for its activity by Ministero
dell'Agricoltura e Foreste (Ministry of
Agriculture and Forests) (C.l.T.E.S. Office) and by
M inistero de ii'Anrbiente (M inistry cf
Environment) (Service for the Conservaticn ot
Nature).

Unusual Strandings During the first nine years of

activity by C.S.C., the following strandings were
visited:
23 fin whales (partially preserved skeletons)
Two minke whales (one skeleton)
62 sperm whales (partially preserved skelelons)
One dwarf sperm whale (skeleton)
17 Cuvier's beaked whales (partially preserved
skeletons)
43 Risso's dolphins (partially preserved
skeletons)
31 long-finned pilot whales (partially preserved
skeletons)
Three false killer whales (partially preserved
skeletons)
Six common dolphins (partially preserved
skeletons)
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Reoort on Ongoing Proiects The following list

refers ref ers not only to pre-existing research
(to which persons responsible used completely or

partially the data and samples coming frorn the

C.S.C. projects), but also research initiated at

the beginning of its activitY:
. Contaminants - heavy metais and

organochlorines
. Detoxification systems
. Bacterial and viral infections
. Age determination - histological analysis of

teeth and amino acid racemisation
. Stomach contents
. Parasites - Helminths and Crustaceans

MARæ BORRI

National Co-ordinator
Museo Zoologico "La SPecola".

Via Romana, 17,

50125 Firenze, ltaly
Tel 39.55.222451; fax 39.55.225325

NEWS FROM ELSEWHERE
IN THE WORLD

The Marine Mammals of Thailand
Research Project
The Marine Mammal Project is moving address to

the Kasetsart University Campus, P.O. Box 9-14,

Bangkhen, Bangkok 10900, Thailand.

For those wishing to visit us and the project
library. on marine mammals, please contact by
telephone first: Phone and fax number 66-2-579-
3649 (Michael Andersen, lel. 66-1-934-7064;
Birgitte Christensen, tel. 66-1-934-7026).

MICHAEL ANDERSEN
BIRGITTE S. CHRISTENSEN

RECENT CONFERENCES &
WORKSHOPS

Behavioural Ethogram Workshop Report

A workshop was held on February 8th at the
beginning of the 1995 ECS conference, with the
aims of 1) reviewing how ethograms are
constructed, 2) sharing ethograms for different
species and under differing field conditions, and
3) determining a procedure to standardise
terminology for behaviour thal may have multiple
names allotted to it.

Twenty iarticipants from nine countries attended
the workshop and presented current ethograms as

well as those in the making. Although the
majority ol participants worked with the
bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops trunc.atus, various
other genera were rePresented.

An ethogram is a catalogue of descriotions of

discrete behaviour that typifies the basic
behavioural repertoire of the species, requirir'g
documentation of observable behaviour.
Ethograms have been developed for some species

of cetaceans but inconsistent terminology f or

identical behaviours makes comparison difficult.
The same problem exists in categorising
vocalisations both between species and within the

same population. Thus a long term goal of the
workshop emerged to develop a dictionary of

terms for researchers to apply to their studies.
Structural versus functional ethograms were
reviewed and the possible levels of analysis.
Participants presented their own ethograms,
describing the methods of data collection they
employed and tools used in their application to
surface, underwater, interspecific and
intraspecific studies. ln an attempt to share
terminology for consistent behaviours, small
groups reviewed their terminology for overlap.

It was generally agreed that future plans should
be to share and discuss ethograms on similar
species and where possible try to document the
behaviour by video or illustration. The workshop
would also like to perform the same exercise for
vocalisations. Denise Herzing has agreed to co-
ordinate this for the next ECS meeting in Lisbon,
and other interested ECS members should contact
her directly or through ECS.

DENISEHEFZING

Second German-Ukrainian Workshop
The Second German-Ukrainian Workshop
"Comparative lnvestigations on Small Cetaceans
of the Black Sea and German Waters" was held
between October 2-7, 1995 in Crimea.

During the workshop the presentations on
cetacean abundance, distribution, ecology,
pathology, parasitology, genetics, micro-
algology, and by-catch estimations were given by
eleven participants from both countries. The
BREMA Laboratory in Simferopol, the lnstitute of
Biology of Southern Seas in the Karadag reserve
area, and the Marine Mammal Rehabilitation
Centre in Laspi Bay were visited. The trips along
Black Sea and Azov Sea coasts gave the
opportunity to learn more about the stranding
network in Crimea.
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At the end of the workshop, possibilities for
further co-operation were discussed. lt was a

very nice and successful time. The German side
was particularly impressed by the beauty of
Crimea and the'hospitality of the people.

URSULA SIEBERT & ALEXEI BIRKUN

Workshop on the Scientific Aspects of
Managing Whale Watching
Whale watching is now firmly on the agenda as a

benign form of sustainable utilisation of whales
and 1o the great majority of members of the
lnternational Whaling Commission, it is vastly
preferable to lethal exploitation.

However, the rapid growth of whale watching
worldwide has lead to some concerns that whale
watching might be adversely affecting whales.
There is clearly a need f or appropriate rules
worldwide to regulate this activity. With the aim
of ensuring that whale watching is conducted in a
responsible manner, IFAW, the lnternational Fund
for Animal Welfare, Tethys Research lnstitute
and Europe Conservation jointly convened a

workshop to consider the scientific aspects of
managing whale watching.

ln Spring 1995, some twenty-eighl scientists
f rom tv¿elve countries met f or the f ive-day
workshop, held in Montecastello di Vibio, ltaly.
The goal of the workshop was 1o produce a report
containing a framework to guide the process of
defining new rules and modifying existing rules,
together with a list of recommendations for
further relevant research.

The workshop outlined all the possible variables
associated with whale watching impacts. Though
recent studies have begun to measure many of the
short term impacts or reactions of whales to
whale watching, the workshop participants
generally agreed that it is diflicult to interpret
short term impacts. ln addition, there is little
evidence to show any links between short and
long term impacts. Such evidence is hard to
obtain. and therefore a precautionary approach
was strongly recommended. A framework
containing initial common sense rules were
suggested in the report. Such rules would be
flexible and an iterative process was developed
for their modification based on feedback from
scientific studies.

It is hoped that the report will be of practical use
to scientists and will assist them both in offering

advice to managers and operators and in planning

scientific research on cetaceans that is relevant

to the management of whale watching. The report

was considered both by the Scientific Committee
of the lnternational Whaling Commission and the

IWC Whale Watching Working Group. lt will be

considered furlher at the 1996 IWC Meeting, by

which time considered comments should have
been received on the proposed framework from

interested IWC member governments.

Copies of the report are available from:

VASSILI PAPASTAVROU

17 Hartington Park,
Bristol 856 7ES, England

Fax +44 (0)1 179 445263
Email: VPapastavrou @ mcimail.com

Whalewatching Workshop Report

With the burgeoning growth in whalewatching, the

workshop on the scientific aspects of
whalewatching held in ltaly this spring was a

timely reminder of our responsibility to manage
such interests. Thus the goal of the workshop was
to produce a report encompassing the defining of
new rules and modifying of existing rules for
whalewatching as well as to make
recommendalions for further research including
monitoring impacts of whalewatching. The report
wâs aimed mainly at scientists who study
cetaceans to aid them in the advice they offer to
managers and operators and in planning scientific
research on cetaceans.

The workshop agreed that it was difficult to
measure the long-term impacts of whalewatching
and thal short-term effects, whilst readily
observable, were unlikely to relate to the long-
term impacts on cetacean individuals, groups or
populations. A need was identilied f or f urther
experimental research in this area. Overall a

precautionary approach was recommended by the
workshop, with flexible, common sense rules to
be applied.

A report on sperm whale watching in New Zealand
(Gordon et al., 1992) provided the backbone of
the workshop, having combined visual and
acoustic techniques to investigate the effects of

such activity- This report confirmed the view
that it is difficult to interpret short-term
changes, but showed the promise of using visual,
acoustic and photo-lD techniques to address the
problem. lt was noted that individual sperm
whales can react quite differently to
whalewalching and that whalewatching operations
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sometimes concentrale on a small proportion of

animals present in an area. The report provided a

valuable background f or the questions to be

considered by the IWC and identified a number of

topics that required further consideration, which
whilst not conclusive provide a framework for
discussion. They were:

consideration of habitat related matlers
the status of the stock(s) subjected to
whalewatching
the implication of short-term behavioural
reactions
the link between short- and long-term
re actions
species-specif ic f aclors
growth of whalewatching, particularly in

areas where little information is available

VASSILI PAPASTAVROU

Orlando lmpressions

The eleventh Biennial Conference on the Biology
of Marine Mammals took place on December 14-

18 in Orlando, Florida. This conference was very
big - 4-5 limes the size of an ECS conference,
with 7 58 abstract submissions representing
1.382 aulhors f rom 32 countries. There were
concurrent verbal presentations and more than
700 posters (my estimate). The main impression
this gives is that it is BlG.

On the evening of the 14th, there was a welcome
reception at Sea World Orlando, with food and
drink enabling one to meet friends and colleagues.
This also made lor an easy way to start living
with jet lag.

On the morning of the 15th, the first task was (in

my case) to put up the poster. Since so many
posters had to be presented, a poster could only
stay up for a single day. This meant that some
very serious planning had to be done beforehand
in order to get a look at the poslers that I simply
could nol afford to miss. Special time was set
aside for poster viewing.

Among the subjects covered were: conservation,
ecology, behaviour, population genetics, diving
physiology, health and toxicology, morphology
and development, and acoustics. ll is impossible
to give detailed information about most subjects
but I will give a few details of some of the
symposia/rvorkshops thal took place in the
evenings.

One topic concerned human-dolphin interaction in

captivity and the wild. About twelve speakers
with experience in these matters told us about

practical problems. One possible problem is a

situation where dolphins receive too many
visitors so that iheir need for rest and recreation
as dolphins becomes disturbed, or that they are
harrassed (this word is sometimes warranted)
when they attempt to forage. Another problem
can occur (and has) when people swim with
dolphins and behave in a way detrimental to
dolphins and humans. ln the most extreme case, a

wild sociable dolphin in Brazil was so badly
treated by people in the water wilh her that she

retaliated and latally injured a young man. As
whale and dolphin watching is on the increase,

these problems will become more acute and we as

marine mammalogists will be asked for advice. so

it is an important subject lo start debating.

The other topic concerned a method to assess the

health of wild Tursiops. The idea is to develop a

model that can predict the conditions of a dolphin
population using health data of individual wild
dolphins, lor example the Sarasota animals.
Although this has only just started, it seems a

very interesting and promising method.

After all the work, there were fun and games

with the banquet and the dance. lt was a very
good (though big) conference, and since lhe next
one in 1998 will be the combined conferences of
the ECS, EAAM and SMM, we can look forward to

Monaco!

MARJAN ADDINK

M EETI NGS

F¡fth lnternational Symposium on the
Oceanography of the Bay of Biscay

An internatíonal symposium on the Oceanography
of the Bay ol Biscay will be held at La Rochelie,
France belween 16 and '18 April 1996. The
scientific programme includes circulation and
transport; geology, sed imentation a nd
paleoclimale; nutrients, primary and secondary
production; continent-ocean exchanges; deep-
benthos on the continental slope; chemistry and
pollutants; and lisheries and environmental
conditions-

lf you would like lo attend, or to off er a

communication (with possible publication in the
journal Oceanologica Acta), please contact either
A. Herbland, CREMA (CNRS-IFREMER), B.P. 7,

17137 L'Houmeau, France (tel. 33-46-509440;
fax 33-46-509160) or J.C. Quero, IFREMER,
Station de La Rochelle (tel. 33-46-509350; fax
33-46-509379).
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COMMENT

Free "Willy", yes or ño, and what about
the costs?

On the 7th of January, the orca Keiko, star of the
"Íree Wiiiy" movies, was flown from Mexico to
â r¡3w facility in Oregon. This started a discussion
on MARMAM, on two subjects: conditions for
release of captive marine mammals back into the

wild and whether money should be spent on

individual animals rather than allocated to species
and/or habitats.

The first discussion concerns the fact that Keiko
is not in perfect health. For most professionals
co n cern ed wit h release Tro m ca ptiv ity, a n

absolute criterion for any animal chosen was that
it should not be an ill animal that might affect the
wild population. Apparently Keiko suffers from a

skin disease and various other ailments. From
various comments in the media and on MARMAM,
it was not clear if these are easily cured or not.
Even if he could get a clean bill of health, at least
for the moment the lceland government says that
no permits will be given to bring previously
captive killer whales into lceland waters. Since
the idea is that celaceans should be released as
close as possible to where they were originally
captured, this makes for another difficult
situation.

The second point of discussion concerns the
money raised. Although various amounts are
mentioned, it seems that more than eight million
US dollars were collected foi the specific aim of
caring for Keiko until his release. The discussion
on MARMAM centred around the idea of how this
money should be spent. The persons from the
Oregon facility said the money was raised from
sources that do not normally g.ive money for
cetacean research so that this extra money was
not threatening other research. The feeling among
some of the people engaged in the discussion,
however, was that at least two species, the baiii
and vaquita, f aced very serious dangers of
complete extinction, and that if people were
concerned about cetacean welfare, they should be
encouraged to give to save species rather than
individuals. lt would be interesting to get the
opinion of ECS members concerning these
subjects to include in the next newsletter,
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Belgium Claude Joiris, Vrije Universiteit
Brussel, Laboralorium voor Ecotoxicologie,
Pleinlaan 2. 8-1050 Brussels (Tel. +21 2 629
3414; lax +32 2 629 3438;
e-mail cjoiris@vnet3.rub.ac.be)

Croatia Ana Gomercic, Neznane Junakinje 1,

4100C Zagreb (Tel. +385 1 418749; fax 385 1

418749: e-mail vqomer@olimp.irb.hr)
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København N (Tel. +45 3-r 854444; fax +45 31

821850; e-mail grf imhj @ inet.urii-c.dk)
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France Alexandre Gannier,l4 Rue des
Capucines, F-33170 Gradignan (Tel. +33 56
890220 or +33 93 658936:
e-mail langla@frbdxl l.bitnet)
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lnstitui tür Haustierkunde.
Universität Kiel, Olshausenstr 40, 24118 Kiel,
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fax +49 431 880i389)

Greece Alexandros Frantzis, Terpsichoris 21 ,

'16671 Vouliagmeni (Tel. +301 8962730; fax
+301 9331435)

lceland Jóhann Sigurjónsson, Marine Research
lnstitute, Skúlagata 4, P.O. Box 1390, lS-121
Reykjavík (Tel. +354 1 20240; fax +354 1

623790: e-mail johann@hafro.is)

lreland Emer Rogan, Department of Zoology,
University College Cork, Lee Maltings, Prospect
Row, Cork (Tel. +353 21 276871;
fax +353 21 274034;
e-mail sc206028 @ iruccvax. ucc. ie)

Italy uìiuseppe Notarbartolo di Sciara, lnstiturto
Tethys, Viale G.B. Gadio 2,

l-20121 Milano, ltaly (Tel. +39 2 7200194-/; lax
+39 2 29441987,
e-mail gnstri@ imiucca.csi.unim.it)

The Netherlands Marjan Addink. NJational
Museum of Natural History, Postbus 95'17. NL-
2300 RA Leiden (Tel. +31 71 143844; fax +31

71 133344; e-mail sbu2ma@rulsfb.leidenuniv.niì

Norway Arne Björge, Norsk lnstitut for
Naturforskning - NINA, University of Oslo, PO

Box 'f 037, Blindern, N-0315 Osio 3 (Tel. +47 2

854515; fax +47 2 856016;
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Poland lwona Kuklik, Hel Marine Station,
University of gdansk, 84-150 Hel, PO Box 37
(Tel. +48 58 750836; fax +48 53 750420)

Portugal Marina Loewenstein de Sequeira,
lnstituto de Conservaçáo da Natureza, Rua Filipe

Folque 46-30, P-1050 Lisboa (Tel. +351 1

3523018; fax +351 13574771)

Russia M.V. lvashin, All-LJnion Research
Institute of Marine Fisheries & Oceanography
(VNIRO),17 V. Krasnoselskaya, Moscow, B-140,
107140.

Slovenia Darja Ribaric, Natural Historical
Museum of Slovenia, Preserliova 20, 61000
Ljubijana (Tel. +386 61 211670)

Spaín Jaume Forcada, Dept. de Biología Anirnal
(Vertebrats), Facultat de Biología, Universidai de
Barcelona, Diagonal 645,
E-08071 Barcelona (Tel. +34 i 402't,i5'3, 'tax
+34 3 4110887;
e-mail forcada @porthos.bio.rrb.es)

Sweden Per Beþgren, Zoological lnstitute,
University of Stockholm, S-106 91 Stockholm
(Tel. +46 8 164029: fax +46 I 167715;
e-mail Per.Berggren @zoologi.su.se)

Switzerland Beatrice Jann, Museo di Storia
Naturale, Viale Cattaneo 4, CH-6900 Lugano
(Tel./fax +41 91 9660953;
e-mail jann @ clients.switch.ch)

United Kingdom Peter Evans, Dept ol Zoology,
South Parks Road, GB-Oxford OX1 3PS (Tel./Fax
+44 1865 727984)

Ukraine Alexei Birkun, BREMA Laboratory,
R. Luxembourg Str. 27-2a, Simferopol, Crimea,
333720 (Tel./Fax +380 652 253503)
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